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Electron spin resonance �ESR� and electron-nuclear double resonance �ENDOR� of photogenerated polarons
in poly�9,9-dioctylfluorene� �PFO� and its composite with fullerene �C60� using variable photoexcitation energy
up to 4.1 eV are reported. For PFO, a light-induced ESR �LESR� signal �g=2.003� is observed below 60 K,
and its transient response and excitation spectrum indicate that the observed spins are photogenerated polarons
on PFO. For the PFO-C60 composite, two LESR signals of photogenerated positive polarons on PFO
�g1=2.003� and radical anions on C60 �g2=1.999�, respectively, are observed below 120 K, which are caused
by photoinduced electron transfer from PFO to C60. A remarkable enhancement of the LESR signals in the
excitation spectrum at �2.8 eV is observed compared with the case of pure PFO. The bimolecular-
recombination kinetics of photogenerated charge carriers in the composite are confirmed by the dependence of
the LESR on excitation-light intensity and by the decay dynamics. Light-induced ENDOR �LENDOR� signals
are clearly observed for excitation around 2.8 eV owing to the highly efficient photoinduced electron transfer
in the composite. Broad LENDOR shifts directly reflect the spin-density distribution of the polarons in PFO.
We have determined its maximum shift using LENDOR-induced ESR, and have evaluated the maximum spin
density on the carbon site coupled to the proton as 0.032. This value is consistent with the theoretical result
obtained by Pariser-Parr-Pople �PPP� model, where the spatial extent of the polarons is calculated as �3
monomer units of PFO. The calculated LESR spectra of PFO based on the PPP model are consistent with the
experimental spectra, which confirm the above spatial extension of the polaron in PFO.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Quasi-one-dimensional conducting conjugated polymers
have been investigated extensively because of a wide variety
of interesting physical properties such as electrolumines-
cence, nonlinear optical effects, and semiconductor-metal
transitions.1–3 Among conducting polymers, poly�9,9-
dioctylfluorene� �PFO� has attracted much attention because
light-emitting diodes �LEDs� of PFO show highly efficient
blue electroluminescence.4–10 Photoinduced charge separa-
tion in polymeric semiconductors is important, because its
study not only contributes to understanding of the basic pho-
toexcited states in these one-dimensional semiconductors,
but also contributes to the development of efficient nonlinear
optical and photovoltaic devices.11 Composites of conducting
polymers such as poly�3-alkylthiophene� �P3AT�, poly�p-
phenylenevinylene� �PPV� derivatives and PFO, and high-
electron affinity species such as fullerene �C60� and C60 de-
rivatives have been investigated extensively, because highly
efficient photoinduced charge separation occurs in the
polymer-C60 composites upon C60 doping, which is useful to
develop the efficient nonlinear optical and photovoltaic
devices.12–25 This charge separation is attributed to photoin-
duced electron transfer from polymer to C60, which forms
positive charges on polymer chains and radical anions of C60

molecules, respectively. The positive charge carriers on con-
jugated polymers are considered to be polarons,1 however,
the nature of the polaronic states has not yet been completely
clarified.

Electron spin resonance �ESR� is capable of directly ob-
serving paramagnetic species such as polarons. In particular,
light-induced ESR �LESR� is a direct microscopic method
for detecting and studying the photogenerated polarons and
has been employed to clarify the polaronic states in PPV and
its derivatives,26–33 oligothiophenes,34 and regioregular
poly�3-alkylthiophene� �RR-P3AT� using its composites with
C60.

35–42 The LESR studies have clarified the mechanism of
the charge separation and recombination of the photogener-
ated carriers in these materials. Moreover, the ESR method
with the aid of electron-nuclear double resonance �ENDOR�
technique can evaluate the spatial extent of polarons in the
polymers; the spatial extents of polarons in PPV and RR-
P3AT have been evaluated as four PPV monomer units and
ten thiophene monomer units, respectively, from the spin-
density distribution of polarons. This ESR method has also
evaluated the spatial extent of field-injected charge carriers
in pentacene as being on the order of 10 molecules using
field-effect transistors; pentacene is a typical organic oligo-
meric semiconductor.43 For PFO and its composite with C60,
however, the LESR study has not yet been performed. This
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study would provide important information on the spatial
extent of polarons as well as the mechanism of the charge
separation and recombination of the photogenerated carriers
in the blue-electroluminescent polymer PFO.

In this paper, we report on the LESR studies of the
PFO-C60 composite in addition to the pure PFO using vari-
able photoexcitation energy. A remarkable enhancement of
the LESR signals of the composite in excitation spectrum is
observed compared with the case of the pure PFO at around
2.8 eV owing to photoinduced charge separation. Using a
light-induced ENDOR �LENDOR� technique and a theoreti-
cal calculation within the Pariser-Parr-Pople �PPP� model,
the spatial extent of photogenerated polarons in PFO has
been evaluated as �3 PFO monomer units. The calculated
ESR spectra based on the PPP model have successfully re-
produced the experimentally obtained LESR spectra, which
have confirmed the above spatial extent of polarons. The
paper is organized as follows: after describing the experi-
mental procedure in Sec. II, we present the LESR study of
the pure PFO in Sec. III A. Second, the LESR study of the
PFO-C60 composite is presented in Sec. III B. Next, we
present the LENDOR study of the PFO-C60 composite in
Sec. III C. Finally, we present the theoretical analysis of po-
larons in PFO in Sec. III D. We summarize our results in Sec.
IV.

II. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

PFO was synthesized as described in the literature �Fig.
1�a��.4–10 The powder sample of PFO �15 mg� was inserted
into an ESR sample tube and then sealed under vacuum con-
dition below 10−4 Pa. PFO was used to prepare the PFO-C60
composite �Fig. 1�. The concentration of C60 was 5% for a
PFO repeat unit �PFO:C60=1:0.093 by weight ratio�. Ultra-
sonic treatment of PFO-C60 toluene solution was carried out
with an ultrasonic disintegrator for better uniform mixing.
Cast films of the PFO-C60 composite were fabricated on
polyethylene-terephthalate substrates under argon-gas atmo-
sphere, which were inserted into ESR sample tubes and then
sealed under vacuum condition below 10−4 Pa. ESR mea-
surements were performed with a Bruker E500 X-band spec-
trometer with a microwave cavity with optical windows
down to liquid-helium temperature using an Oxford ESR900

gas-flow cryostat. The absolute magnitude of the g value was
calibrated utilizing an NMR gauss meter for obtaining the
static magnetic field strength and a microwave frequency
counter. A JASCO SM-5 light source with a 300 W xenon
lamp was used to provide excitation for 300–1100 nm �1.1–
4.1 eV� at power levels up to 2 mW /cm2 with a spectral
width of 10 nm. The light was delivered by an optical fiber to
the quartz sample tube. For the excitation spectrum, the light
intensity was adjusted to give the same photon flux at each
wavelength.

The LESR experimental procedure consisted of the fol-
lowing sequence: �i� scan the ESR spectrum of the nonillu-
minated sample; �ii� scan the ESR spectrum under light illu-
mination; �iii� turn off the illumination and scan the ESR
spectrum; and �iv� warm the sample up to room temperature,
cool it down to working temperature, and scan the ESR spec-
trum again. These ESR signals will be referred to as: “dark,”
“light-on,” “light-off,” and “annealed” signals, respectively.
As discussed below, the switching off of the excitation light
does not lead to the disappearance of the ESR signals at low
temperature. To eliminate the ESR spectrum completely, the
sample had to be warmed up to room temperature �anneal-
ing�. This step was performed every time while measuring
the dependences of the temperature, microwave power,
excitation-light energy, and excitation-light intensity. The
dark and annealed ESR signals were confirmed to be the
same as each other every time. As default definition of the
term LESR we choose the light-on signal corrected by sub-
tracting the dark signal. Finally, we distinguish between the
prompt LESR signal �light-on minus light-off� and the per-
sistent one �light-off minus dark�.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. LESR of PFO

First, we present the results of the pure PFO. Upper
curves in Fig. 2 show the observed first-derivative ESR spec-
tra of the PFO under dark conditions �dotted line� and 300
nm illumination �solid line� at 10 K with a microwave power
of 0.06 mW where no saturation occurs. The lower curve in
Fig. 2 shows the LESR spectrum obtained by subtracting the
ESR spectrum under dark conditions from that under 300 nm
illumination. The g value is obtained as g=2.003. The ob-
served spins in the dark condition might be attributed to the
trapped polarons, possibly generated by oxygen doping or
chemical defects, as observed in PPV,26 oligothiophenes,34

and RR-P3AT.35,38 The LESR intensity is approximately five
times as large as the dark ESR intensity. The LESR spectrum
has an almost symmetric line shape. The spin concentration
obtained from the LESR signal is evaluated as one spin per
3.5�107 PFO-repeat units, which is much lower than that
obtained for RR-P3AT.35 The peak-to-peak linewidth ��Hpp�
of the LESR signal of PFO is approximately 3.0 G. The
LESR signal of PFO becomes undetectable above approxi-
mately 60 K owing to the higher recombination rate, con-
firming that the LESR signal is transient in nature.30,32,35 The
temperature dependence of the LESR intensity is similar to
that of the RR-P3AT and the RR-P3AT-C60 composite.35 The
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FIG. 1. Chemical structures of �a� poly�9,9-dioctylfluorene�
�PFO� and �b� fullerene �C60�. In �a�, principal axes of proton-
hyperfine coupling of a � electron are shown. �, �, and �� define
the sites of �, �, and �� carbons, respectively.
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�Hpp of the LESR signal does not depend on the temperature
at which the signals were measured.

The excitation spectrum of the LESR signal provides im-
portant information concerning the mechanism of the photo-
generation of polarons. Figure 3 shows the variation in the
normalized peak-to-peak LESR intensity �Ipp� with the pho-
ton energy of the incident light for the PFO. The measure-
ments were performed with a microwave power of 0.06 mW
at 10 K. For comparison, the reported optical absorption10

and photocurrent action spectra7 of the PFO are shown to-
gether in Fig. 3. The absorption measurement was performed
at room temperature using a semicrystalline film.10 The pho-
tocurrent action spectrum was measured using a sandwich-
structure device with an indium-tin-oxide �ITO� anode and

an aluminum cathode.7 The excitation spectrum of the LESR
signal shows a rapid increase above �3.7 up to 4.1 eV, de-
spite the lower optical density, as observed in PPV and its
derivatives and in RR-P3AT.29–32,35 Similar behavior with a
threshold of �3.6 eV has been also observed for the action
spectrum of photocurrent, as shown in Fig. 3.7 This behavior
indicates that the observed spins are photogenerated polarons
whose generation efficiency increases above the optical-
absorption peak due to excitons, because weakly bound elec-
trons and holes created can be more readily dissociated into
polarons. It is interesting to note that the energy difference
between the single-particle highest occupied molecular-
orbital �HOMO� level and the lowest unoccupied molecular-
orbital �LUMO� level of PFO has been estimated as 3.55
�3.68 eV by using x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy �XPS�
and cyclic voltammetry measurements.6,8 The energy is con-
sistent with the threshold energy obtained from the rapid
increase in the LESR intensity, which indicates that the
threshold energy of LESR corresponds to the single-particle
band gap of PFO, that is, or the energy difference between
HOMO and LUMO levels. For other energy regions, there is
an increase in the LESR intensity at around 2.8 eV �450 nm�.
The LESR spectral line shape at 450 nm almost agrees with
that at 300 nm, suggesting that the light-induced spin species
are also polarons. Even with low-photon energy, charge
separation such as electron transfer between molecules and
oxygen or other defects may occur. Similar increases have
been observed in PPV,29 oligothiophenes,34 and RR-P3AT.35

B. LESR of the PFO-C60 composite

Second, we present the results of the PFO-C60 composite.
Upper curves in Fig. 4 show the observed first-derivative
ESR spectra of the PFO-C60 composite under dark conditions
�dotted line� and 450 nm illumination �solid line� at 10 K
with a microwave power of 0.06 mW where no saturation
occurs. The lower curve in Fig. 4 shows the LESR spectrum
obtained by subtracting the ESR spectrum under dark condi-
tions from that under 450 nm illumination. Two LESR sig-
nals due to the photoinduced electron transfer from PFO to
C60 are observed. The obtained g values of g1=2.003 and
g2=1.999 correspond to the positive polarons on PFO and
radical cations C60

− , respectively, as similarly observed in the
LESR studies of the RR-P3AT-C60 composites.35–42 The ob-
served polaron spins under dark conditions are considered to
be attributed to the trapped polarons mentioned above in the
discussion of the pure PFO. The LESR intensity is approxi-
mately three times as large as the dark ESR intensity. The
dark ESR and LESR spectra seem to be slightly different to
each other because of the overlapping of the LESR signals of
PFO and C60. Since the LESR signals of PFO �g1� and C60
�g2� overlap with each other, it is difficult to obtain a precise
half-amplitude linewidth ��H1/2� from the experimental re-
sult directly. Hereafter, we define each peak-to-peak line-
width ��Hpp� of the LESR signals of PFO and C60 as an
interval of the magnetic field between a maximum and a
minimum of the first-derivative LESR spectrum around g1
and g2, respectively. The �Hpp of the LESR signals of PFO
and C60 are approximately 2.1 and 2.6 G, respectively. A
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FIG. 2. �Color online� Upper curves: ESR spectra of PFO under
dark conditions �dotted line� and 300 nm illumination �solid line� at
10 K. Lower curve: LESR spectrum of PFO obtained by subtracting
the dark spectrum from that under 300 nm illumination at 10 K.
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FIG. 3. �Color online� Excitation spectrum of the LESR signal
of PFO at 10 K �solid circles�. The solid line shows the absorption
spectrum of the crystalline film of PFO. The dotted line shows the
photocurrent action spectrum of PFO.
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weak signal has been observed in the region of lower mag-
netic field, denoted by an asterisk � �� in Fig. 4. This signal is
ascribed to the resonance of forbidden transition due to
nuclear spins of hydrogen at low temperatures and is known
as a spin-flip transition; this phenomenon has been also ob-
served in PPV.28

Figure 5 shows the temperature dependence of the LESR
intensity of the PFO-C60 composite. The solid circles and
open squares denote the peak-to-peak amplitude intensity
�Ipp� of LESR signals of PFO �g1� and C60 �g2�, respectively.
The data were recorded with a microwave power of 0.06
mW under 450 nm illumination. The �Hpp of the LESR sig-
nals does not depend on the temperature, except for the low-
temperature region of 4 K where the saturation occurs. The

LESR signals become undetectable above approximately 120
K due to the higher recombination rate, confirming that the
LESR signals are transient in nature.30,32,35 The decrease in
the signal at low temperature is caused by saturation of the
ESR signals due to the longer spin-lattice relaxation rate.

The excitation spectrum of the LESR signals of the
PFO-C60 composite is shown in Fig. 6, which presents the
variation in the normalized Ipp with the photon energy of the
incident light for the PFO-C60 composite. The measurements
were performed with a microwave power of 0.06 mW at 10
K. For comparison, the absorption spectrum �solid line� of
the PFO-C60 composite measured using a cast film is shown
in Fig. 6. The excitation spectrum of the LESR signals of
PFO �g1� shows a noticeable enhancement at around 2.8 eV
�450 nm�, which is probably caused by the photoinduced
electron transfer following absorption in the weakly allowed
C60 transition �hu→ t1u� at this energy. We note also that the
profile of absorption through the thickness of the film is rap-
idly changing at near threshold of absorption for the PFO;
absorption of light within the bulk of the film is large when
the optical density of the film is near unity, but falls at higher
photon energy as light is absorbed primarily near the surface
of the film. This may also contribute to the peak in response
near 2.8 eV if there were a variation in concentration of C60
between bulk and surface. The excitation spectrum of the
LESR signals of C60 �g2� shows a similar behavior to that of
PFO. There is no excitation-energy dependence of the LESR
line shapes, which confirms the observation of same polarons
in PFO. The enhancement at around 2.8 eV is clearly shown
by comparing the LESR excitation spectrum of the PFO-C60
composite with that of the pure PFO shown in Fig. 3. There
is a slight difference between the excitation spectra of the
PFO and C60 resonances; a monotonic increase above 3 up to
4.1 eV is observed for PFO �g1� while another peak at
around 3.8 eV is observed for C60 �g2�. One possible expla-
nation for this difference is the direct formation of photoge-
nerated polarons in PFO without the photoinduced electron
transfer from PFO to C60 mentioned above. The measure-
ment of photocurrent action spectrum of the PFO-C60 com-
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FIG. 4. �Color online� Upper curves: ESR spectra of the
PFO-C60 composite �C60:5%� under dark conditions �dotted line�
and 450 nm illumination �solid line� at 10 K. Lower curve: LESR
spectrum of the PFO-C60 composite obtained by subtracting the
dark spectrum from that under 450 nm illumination at 10 K. The
weak signal in the lower magnetic field region denoted by an aster-
isk � �� is the so-called spin-flip transition.
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FIG. 5. �Color online� Temperature dependence of the LESR
intensities of the PFO-C60 composite. The solid circles and open
squares denote the signal intensities of PFO and C60, respectively.
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The solid line shows the absorption spectrum of the PFO-C60 com-
posite �C60:5%� for the comparison.
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posite and the comparison of action spectra between LESR
and photocurrent seem to be interesting problems in order to
clarify the charge-separation processes and the photogenera-
tion of the polarons in more detail, which is beyond the main
scope of the present work to investigate microscopic proper-
ties of polarons in PFO using magnetic resonance and is
open for further studies.

Figure 7 shows the transient response of the LESR signal
of the PFO-C60 composite upon irradiation by a light pulse
�450 nm�. The data were recorded using the lower-field peak
of the PFO signal �g1� with a microwave power of 0.06 mW
at 40 K. The photoresponse is found to have two parts: a
prompt part and a persistent one. That is, upon irradiation by
light, the LESR signal increases rapidly then saturates. When
irradiation ceases, the LESR signal decreases rapidly, and
then the remaining part decreases very slowly. The prompt
and persistent components are considered to be caused by
shallow and deep traps in the PFO-C60 composite,
respectively.35,38 The decay time of the persistent component
is on the order of several hours, which is extremely long
compared with that of the prompt component. The behavior
of the persistent component at low temperatures has been
explained by nongeminate recombination of randomly dis-
tributed carriers using tunneling process assuming charge
neutrality.38,44 The intensity of the prompt decay component
of LESR, Ipr, is defined as the difference between the LESR
intensity under illumination and that at 30 min after the ter-
mination of irradiation. The intensity of the persistent decay
component of LESR, Iper, is defined as the difference be-
tween the LESR intensity at 30 min after the termination of
irradiation and that under dark conditions. The definition of
Ipr and Iper is also shown in Fig. 7.

In the LESR studies of the composites,38,44 steady-state
conditions can be reached under light illumination �see Fig.
7�; hence simple dependence of the LESR intensity on
excitation-light intensity Iex will give the information about
the recombination process of the photogenerated charge car-
riers. The dependences of the twice-integrated LESR inten-
sity on Iex for the prompt and persistent LESR signals of the
PFO-C60 composite are shown in Figs. 8�a� and 8�b�, respec-
tively. Here, Nh and Ne are the numbers of photogenerated

positive PFO polarons and photogenerated C60
− radical anions

per unit volume, respectively, which have been evaluated by
the twice-integrated LESR intensity. The solid circles and
open squares denote the signal intensities of PFO �g1� and
C60 �g2�, respectively. These measurements were performed
under 450 nm illumination at 40 K with a microwave power
of 0.06 mW where no saturation occurs. The Ipr shows al-
most equal amounts of spins �i.e., almost equal twice-
integrated ESR intensities� and increases monotonically as
Iex increases for both the low- and high-field LESR lines of
PFO �g1� and C60 �g2�. Both Ipr show an Iex

0.5 power depen-
dence within the light-power range 0.095–1.5 mW /cm2. Al-
most the same behavior for the Iex dependence is also ob-
served at 80 K. This dependence �Iex

0.5� implies bimolecular
recombination �BR�; similar results have been observed for
the composites of a PPV derivative and a C60 derivative21

and a regiorandom P3AT �RRa-P3AT�-C60 composite.38 In
contrast, Iper is nearly independent of the intensity of the
previously applied light within the light-power range
0.095–1.5 mW /cm2. This result is consistent with that of
the composites of PPV derivative and C60 derivative21 and
the RR-P3AT-C60 composites,35 which is related to the filling
of deep-trap defect states present due to disorder in the
PFO-C60 composite. Thus, in the following, we focus on the
geminate recombination kinetics of charge carries in the time
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FIG. 7. �Color online� Transient response of the LESR signal of
the PFO-C60 composite upon irradiation by light �450 nm� pulse.
The data were recorded using the lower-field peak of the PFO signal
�g1� at 40 K.
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regime of 100 ms–30 min that is related to the prompt com-
ponent.

From the power dependence of the LESR intensities ob-
tained above, we will discuss the rate constants of the BR of
photogenerated charge carriers. Let �BR be the rate constants
of the BR, I the photon flux of excitation light per unit
sample volume �I� Iex�, and � the generation efficiency of
photocarriers, then we may write a phenomenological rate
equation as

dNh,e

dt
= �I − �BRNhNe. �1�

Because Nh and Ne are generated in pairs and equal to each
other, we define the number N as N=Nh,e that is evaluated
from Ipr assuming the Curie law �N� Ipr�, and use N from
now on. We neglect the spatial variation in excitation density
within the sample. Under a steady condition, N is expressed
from Eq. �1� as N= ��I /�BR�0.5, which explains the data very
well, as shown by the solid lines in Fig. 8�a�.

This BR explains the transient decay of Ipr as presented
below. Figure 9 shows the time dependence of the normal-
ized Ipr for the PFO-C60 composite at 40 K under 450 nm
illumination. The solid line in Fig. 9 represents the decay
curves for BR derived from Eq. �1� under I=0 conditions as

N

N0
= �1 + �BRN0t�−1, �2�

where N0 is the number of polarons under steady-state con-
dition. The experimental data are described with Eq. �2� very
well using a temperature-dependent �BR. Twice integrating
the first-derivative LESR signal, we evaluate N0 as 7.44
�1015 cm−3 at 40 K, and then we evaluate �BR at 40 K as
2.18�10−18 cm3 s−1 by Eq. �2�. The inset of Fig. 9 shows
the temperature dependence of �BR for the PFO-C60 compos-
ite in the form of the Arrhenius plot, which is related to the
transport mechanism of photogenerated charge carriers. As

temperature increases, the recombination becomes faster and
�BR becomes larger. The data below 75 K are almost inde-
pendent of temperature, as also observed for the slow-decay
component in the MDMO-PPV-PCBM composite44 and the
RR-P3AT-C60 composites,38,41 indicating a tunneling process
at low temperatures. On the other hand, the data above 75 K
follow the activation-type formula �exp�−� /kT�� as plotted
by the solid line in the inset of Fig. 9, where the activation-
energy � is evaluated as 0.05 eV. Therefore, the above re-
sults clearly show a crossover of the transport mechanism
from hopping to tunneling with decrease in temperature. It is
interesting to note that the above activation energy is close to
that of 0.06 eV reported for a composite of a PPV derivative
�MEH-PPV: poly�2-methoxy,5-�2�-ethyl-hexyloxy�-
p-phenylene vinylene�� and C60.

18 Therefore, the present � is
reasonably ascribed to the hopping energy of shallowly
trapped polarons causing the prompt component of the
LESR.

It should be noted that a novel phenomenon considering
quadrimolecular recombination �QR� of photogenerated
charge carriers has been found in the RR-P3AT-C60
composites,38,41 where two positive polarons and two C60

−

radical anions recombine simultaneously. On the other hand,
only BR phenomena have been found in the PFO-C60 com-
posite in addition to the usual composites including the
RRa-P3AT-C60 composite.38 As discussed in the previous
works,38,41 the QR phenomenon is probably related to the
high-carrier mobilities leading to the formation of doubly
charged states, either bipolarons or polaron pairs on the poly-
mer chains, which is also supported by the present result of
the PFO-C60 composite because carrier mobility in PFO is
reported to be much lower than that of RR-P3AT.45 It should
be also noted that recent ESR studies of metal-insulator-
semiconductor �MIS� diodes and transistors of RR-P3AT
have indicated the occurrence of such spinless-doubly-
charged states through the observation of spin-saturation
phenomena for higher concentrations of field-injected
charges.46–49

C. LENDOR of the PFO-C60 composite

ENDOR is a powerful method to determine the wave
function �spin distribution� of the polarons by studying the
proton-hyperfine coupling to the polaron spin on the conju-
gated chain, as shown in the studies of PPV �Ref. 26� and
RR-P3AT �Ref. 37�; ENDOR is a more direct method than
ESR. However, the ENDOR method needs larger number of
spins to detect the signal compared with ESR method, and is
not capable of detecting the signal of pure PFO because of its
low-spin concentration. This difficulty has been overcome by
utilizing the present PFO-C60 composite because of the high
photogeneration efficiency of polarons mentioned above.

Figure 10 shows the frequency-derivative LENDOR spec-
tra of the PFO-C60 composite at 4 K. The data were recorded
with a microwave power of 2 mW and an rf power setting
of −3 dB of the Bruker ENDOR unit under 450 nm
��2.8 eV� illumination where the enhancement of the LESR
signals occurs �see Fig. 4�. Solid and dotted lines represent
the spectra of PFO and C60, which are obtained by using
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FIG. 9. �Color online� Decay of the prompt component of LESR
Ipr for the PFO-C60 composite �C60:5%� after the termination of
450 nm irradiation with Iex�1.5 mW /cm2 at 40 K. The solid line
shows the Eq. �2�. Inset: Arrhenius plot of bimolecular-
recombination �BR� rate constant �BR of Eq. �2� for the PFO-C60

composite �C60:5%�, measured using 450 nm illumination.
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resonance magnetic fields of the LESR signals of PFO �g1
=2.003� and C60 �g2=1.999� shown in Fig. 4, respectively. In
Fig. 10, the frequency region higher than the free-proton
frequency 	p=14.45 MHz is shown because the spectra are
almost symmetrical around 	p. A remarkable feature of the
LENDOR spectrum of PFO is a broad distribution of the
spectral frequency up to �16 MHz, which directly shows
the spin-density distribution of the photogenerated polarons
on the polymer chain as discussed below.26,28,37 A finite spin-
density 
 on a carbon p� orbital causes a hyperfine coupling
with the proton bonded to the carbon with the magnitude of

A.28,37 Here A is the hyperfine tensor of a � electron due to
the C-H proton. The principal axes of the hyperfine coupling
are shown in Fig. 1�a�, where the x and z axes are parallel to
the C-H bond and p� orbital, respectively. The tensor be-
comes diagonal in the above coordinate system and the
principal components are given as Axx=−�1−�aniso�A, Ayy
=−�1+�aniso�A, and Azz=−A. Here A is the so-called McCo-
nnell’s constant with the magnitude of 56–84 MHz in the
frequency unit. We adopt a typical value of A=70 MHz in
the following analysis.28,37 �aniso�0.5 represents the relative
magnitude of the anisotropic coupling. Let li�i=x ,y ,z� be the
direction cosines of the external magnetic field to the hyper-
fine axes for a proton bonded to a particular carbon site with
a spin-density 
; then we may write the ENDOR frequency
as

	� =��
i
�	p �

1

2

Aii	2

li
2, �3�

where � represent the two branches of the ENDOR
frequency.50 Therefore, the distribution of 
 of the photoge-

nerated polarons causes the broad distribution of the LEN-
DOR spectral frequency as shown in Fig. 10. The spectrum
of PFO has weak structure, as observed for RR-P3AT,37,40

compared with that of PPV.26 This indicates that the magni-
tude of 
 on the PFO chain has a monotonically decaying
distribution �
 on the PPV chain distributes nonmonotoni-
cally with the maximum spin density at vinyl sites�.29,30 On
the other hand, the narrower linewidth of the LENDOR sig-
nal of C60

− is reasonably ascribed to the absence of hyperfine
coupling from C60 carbon sites because of the lack of protons
in the C60 molecule. Then the signal is ascribed to electron-
nuclear dipolar coupling due to protons in the main chain or
in alkyl side chains of PFO adjacent to C60 molecules, that is,
the so-called matrix protons. From the observed narrow line-
width, the mean distance between C60 and adjacent protons is
evaluated as several Å.

The observable 
 for PFO is related to carbons with C-H
bonds �� carbons�, not the carbons linking the adjoining phe-
nyl rings �� carbon� nor carbons in the alkyl side chain ���
carbons� �see the definition in Fig. 1�a��. From now on, we
will define the maximum spin density on � and � carbons as

�,max and 
�,max, respectively. The spin density on the ��
carbon is considered to be almost the same as that on the �
carbon because the alkyl side chain has no � electrons. In
this context, hyperfine coupling from protons on the side
chain would be negligible in the first approximation.

In order to determine the spatial extent of the photogener-
ated polarons, we need to obtain 
�,max because 
�,max is
nearly inversely proportional to the full width at the half
maximum of the spin distribution, that is, the spatial extent
of the spin species.1,28,37,40,51 We can obtain 
�,max directly
from the experimental results as follows. When the direction
of the external magnetic field is parallel to one of the prin-
cipal axes of the hyperfine tensor, then Eq. �3� reduces to

	� = 
	p �
1

2

Aii
, for i = x,y,z . �4�

The second term of the right-hand side shows the frequency
shift due to the hyperfine field and � sign corresponds to up
and down-spin orientations. Thus the maximum ENDOR fre-
quency 	�,max is given as 	p+ �1 /2�
�,max�Ayy� because Ayy
has the largest absolute magnitude among the hyperfine-
tensor components. Therefore, it is essential to confirm the
slowly varying line shape of the LENDOR spectrum of PFO
shown in Fig. 10 in order to determine 	�,max �or 
�,max�,
otherwise the possibility of line-shape distortion due to the
background deviation is not excluded. The ENDOR-induced
ESR technique is especially suitable for this purpose, and has
been successfully applied to studies of the polarons in PPV26

and RR-P3AT,37,40 and of the solitons in polyacetylene.52 In
this method, the frequency of rf wave for the ENDOR tran-
sition is fixed at a particular value and then the ENDOR
intensity is recorded as a function of the external magnetic
field. This provides the ESR spectrum of the spin species
giving rise to the ENDOR signal at the given frequency.
Thus ENDOR-induced ESR can trace the intrinsic ENDOR
line shape by examining whether ENDOR-induced ESR sig-
nal can be detected for the wing region of the ENDOR spec-
trum.

15 16 17
ENDOR Frequency (MHz)

PFO
C60

A

B

C

LENDOR

D E F

ννννmax

ννννp

FIG. 10. �Color online� Frequency-derivative LENDOR spectra
of the PFO-C60 composite �C60:5%� at 4 K under 450 nm
��2.8 eV� illumination for the frequency region higher than the
free-proton frequency 	p=14.45 MHz. Solid and dotted lines rep-
resent the spectra of PFO and C60, which are obtained by using the
resonance magnetic fields of the LESR signals of positive polarons
in PFO �g1=2.003� and radical-anions C60

− �g2=1.999� shown in
Fig. 4, respectively. 	max represents the maximum ENDOR shift in
the PFO signal corresponding to the maximum hyperfine-tensor
component. Position A-F shows the frequencies at which
LENDOR-induced ESR are shown in Fig. 11.
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The LENDOR-induced ESR signals of the PFO-C60 com-
posite at 4 K under 450 nm illumination are shown in Fig.
11. Each signal is measured at the ENDOR frequencies
shown in Fig. 11 as A �14.6 MHz�, B �15.0 MHz�, C �15.5
MHz�, D �15.9 MHz�, E �16.0 MHz�, and F �16.1 MHz�,
respectively. At 14.6 MHz �A�, two signals of PFO and C60
are observed because the ENDOR signals of PFO and C60
coexist at 14.6 MHz �see Fig. 10�. On the other hand, a
single signal due to the photogenerated polarons of PFO is
observed at 15.5 MHz �C�, which is consistent with the ab-
sence of ENDOR signal of C60 at above 15.5 MHz �see Fig.
10�. The signal of PFO is also observed at 15.9 MHz �D� and
16.0 MHz �E� although the signal intensity is weak. With
this method 	�,max=16.0 MHz was determined. Therefore,

�,max=0.032 is obtained using the above formulas of
	�,max=	p+ �1 /2�
�,max�Ayy�. This value can be compared
with the theoretical result, which will be presented below.

D. Spatial extent of polarons in PFO

In this subsection, we present the theoretically calculated
spin-density distribution of a polaron in PFO and its ESR
spectrum calculated using this spin-density distribution. The
theoretical results are compared with the experimentally de-
termined spin density as well as the observed ESR spectra
for PFO and the PFO-C60 composite.

Our theoretical model is the PPP model50,53–55 for � elec-
trons and the unrestricted Hartree-Fock approximation is ap-
plied to it. This model contains the long-range electron-
electron interaction as well as electron-lattice coupling. The
details of parameters used in this model, such as the transfer
integral, the electron-lattice coupling constant, and Coulomb

interactions, have been described in the literature.50 Since �
conjugation does not extend to the alkyl side chains in the
PFO structure, we can ignore them, as a first approximation.
Therefore, in the present study, the spin density of a polaron
has been calculated using a single chain of
poly�p-phenylene�, instead of PFO, with 120 carbon sites. In
addition, we assume a planar geometry of the molecule. Ref-
erence 56 has reported that a completely flat conformation
reproduces the observed ultraviolet photoelectron spectros-
copy �UPS� spectrum of PFO much better than a geometry
with a torsion angle of 40°, which is probably ascribed to
solid-state packing effects forcing the polymer backbone to
be planar.

Figure 12 shows theoretically calculated spin-density dis-
tribution of a positively charged polaron. Filled and open
bars show the spin densities at the carbon sites coupled ��
site� and uncoupled �� site� to protons in the
poly�p-phenylene� structure. Here, we do not distinguish �
and �� sites in the figure. One of the characteristic features in
this spin-density distribution is that the spin densities at the �
sites are roughly half of those at the � sites in each molecular
unit. The maximum spin density among the � sites is ob-
tained as 0.03, which agrees with the aforementioned experi-
mental result of 0.032 for � sites very well. As shown by the
figure, the spatial extent of the polaron, i.e., the full width at
half maximum of the spin-density distribution, is evaluated
as �3 unit cells of PFO. This extension corresponds to �36
carbon atoms in the � system, not including the other car-
bons, which is on the same order of the spatial extent of a
polaron in other polymers: �32 atoms for PPV ��4 unit
cells�26–32 and �40 atoms for RR-P3AT ��10 unit
cells�.37,40

Figure 13 shows the calculated ESR spectra �solid lines�
in first-derivative form �upper figure� and in integrated form
�lower figure�, respectively, using the theoretical spin-density
distribution shown in Fig. 12. The parameters employed in
the calculation of the spectra are the same as those reported
previously.27,28,30,50 In this calculation, the absence of pro-
tons at �� sites are considered by neglecting the hyperfine
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FIG. 11. �Color online� LENDOR-induced ESR signals of the
PFO-C60 composite �C60:5%� at 4 K under 450 nm illumination.
Each signal is measured at the ENDOR frequencies shown in Fig.
10 as A �14.6 MHz�, B �15.0 MHz�, C �15.5 MHz�, D �15.9 MHz�,
E �16.0 MHz�, and F �16.1 MHz�, respectively.
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FIG. 12. �Color online� Theoretical spin-density distribution of a
polaron in PFO, obtained by the Pariser-Parr-Pople model. Filled
and open bars show the spin densities at the carbon sites coupled ��
site� and uncoupled �� site� to protons in poly�p-phenylene�, re-
spectively. Since the �-electron network is the same between PFO
and poly�p-phenylene� as a first approximation, the actual calcula-
tion is performed for a poly�p-phenylene� chain ignoring the side
alkyl chains.
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interaction at these sites. The experimental results of the
LESR spectra of the pure PFO are also plotted as circles in
each figure, which were obtained at 10 K under 300 nm
illuminations. The calculated spectra and linewidths explain
the experimental data very well: The peak-to-peak linewidth
�Hpp in the upper figure is estimated as 3.0 G for the calcu-
lated spectrum; the experimentally obtained �Hpp is 3.0 G.
The full width at half maximum of linewidth �H1/2 in the
lower figure is calculated as 3.5 G; the experimentally ob-
tained �H1/2 is 3.4 G.

The calculated ESR spectrum is also compared with the
LESR spectrum of the PFO-C60 composite in Fig. 14. The
data were measured at 10 K under 450 nm illuminations. In
this case, the calculated spectrum explains the experimental
data well in a lower magnetic field region below the reso-
nance magnetic field indicated by the g1 value, where the
LESR signal of PFO is not overlapped with that of C60 in the
experimental LESR spectrum. Thus, the theoretically calcu-
lated spin-density distribution shown in Fig. 12 reproduces
the experimentally obtained LESR spectra very well.

The LESR linewidth is narrower in PFO than in PPV: In
PFO, the spin densities at the � sites contribute to ESR line-
width owing to hyperfine interaction with protons. Mean-
while, in PPV, the spin densities at the vinyl carbons also
contribute and the maximum magnitude among them is
evaluated to be ca. 0.09.26,30,50,57

IV. SUMMARY

The PFO and its composite with C60 have been investi-
gated by means of the light-induced ESR �LESR� and light-

induced ENDOR �LENDOR� methods using variable photo-
excitation energy up to 4.1 eV. For pure PFO, the LESR
signal due to photogenerated polarons is observed below 60
K. Its excitation spectrum shows a clear enhancement at
above �3.7 up to 4.1 eV, which is consistent with the en-
hancement of photocurrent at above �3.6 eV and indicates
the photogeneration of polarons. For the PFO-C60 composite,
two LESR signals are observed, which are ascribed to pho-
togenerated positive polarons on PFO and radical-anions C60

−

owing to the photoinduced electron transfer from PFO to
C60, respectively. A significant enhancement of the LESR
signals is observed in the excitation spectrum at around 2.8
eV. Prompt and persistent LESR signal components are ob-
served, and the excitation-light intensity Iex dependence
shows that the prompt contribution increases monotonically
as Iex increases while the persistent contribution is found to
be independent of Iex due to filling of deep traps. The depen-
dences of the prompt LESR component on Iex and time are
well explained by the bimolecular recombination of photo-
generated carriers in the composite. The LENDOR and
LENDOR-induced ESR studies have evaluated the maxi-
mum spin density of a polaron on the carbon sites coupled to
the protons in PFO chains as 0.032, which is well reproduced
by the theoretical calculation based on the PPP model. The
experimental LESR signals of PFO are also well reproduced
by using the calculated spin-density distribution, which
evaluates the spatial extent of polarons in PFO as �3 unit
cells.
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FIG. 13. �Color online� Calculated ESR spectra �solid lines� and
experimental LESR spectra �circles� of PFO, in first derivative form
�upper figure� and in integrated form �lower figure�. The theoretical
spin-density distribution shown in Fig. 12 is used for the calculated
spectra.
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FIG. 14. �Color online� Calculated ESR spectrum �solid line� of
PFO and experimental LESR spectrum �circles� of the PFO-C60

composite �C60:5%� in first derivative. The theoretical spin-density
distribution shown in Fig. 12 is used for the calculated spectrum.
The weak signal in the lower magnetic field region denoted by an
asterisk � �� is the spin-flip transition mentioned in Fig. 4.
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